
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Tues. 7 June 2022 

Compiled Tues. 7 June 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

“The Truth About January 6
th

” 

Narrated by Political Prisoner Jake Lang from Inside Solitary Confinement! 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/exclusive-truth-january-6th-documentary-

premieres-today-gateway-pundit-narrated-political-prisoner-jake-lang-inside-solitary-

confinement-must-watch/ 

 

“The Great Power in Every Human Heart” 

We’ll have to unite as a human family and cross some troubled waters together in order to reach 

the Peaceful World for which we all yearn.  

April 11, 2021 (Live Stream) | Music & The Spoken Word - YouTube 

 

Judy Note:  

 The Khazarian Mafia Has Launched Two Horsemen of the Apocalypse: Plague and 

Famine 

 China and Russia issued an ultimatum to the US military: either destroy the 

Khazarian Mafia, or face an all-out Nuclear War. The killing of all known members of 

the Khazarian Mafia then began. 

 Actually a Military Source said that we have been inside a Black Swan Event since 

Putin went after the Deep State through his so-called “invasion” of Russia’s 

Ukraine. Putin was aware that the world markets were unstable and it was the perfect 

time to help collapse the Deep State – which eleven weeks later was now considered 

liberated from it’s Nazi invaders. 

 Meanwhile we are dealing with the threat of Nuclear War, vaccines made specifically 

to create worldwide plagues, plus a very well planned-out famine across the Globe by 

Fall – that was expected to last through 2023. 

 SEAL Team 6 Set Up & Murdered Under 'Obama Regime': 

https://youtu.be/VyPlWqTpqHo 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/exclusive-truth-january-6th-documentary-premieres-today-gateway-pundit-narrated-political-prisoner-jake-lang-inside-solitary-confinement-must-watch/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/exclusive-truth-january-6th-documentary-premieres-today-gateway-pundit-narrated-political-prisoner-jake-lang-inside-solitary-confinement-must-watch/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/exclusive-truth-january-6th-documentary-premieres-today-gateway-pundit-narrated-political-prisoner-jake-lang-inside-solitary-confinement-must-watch/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Je1BvpZN5s
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 One of the largest migrant caravans of all time is making its way to the U.S.-Mexico 

border. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10889677/Huge-caravan-15-000-

migrants-heads-Mexico-U-S-border.html 

 Incurable Brain disease linked to CV-19 vaccination. 

 The Time has Come. Get Prepared, and then relax and watch the Show. 

A. Global Currency Reset Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the 

exact time and date that the Global Currency Reset would be finalized, with codes entered for 

notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set redemption/ exchange appointments – it 

dependent upon a life changing, earth shattering Event or Events that would eventually implode 

the global economy. That deadline would be decided by the Military out of calculations of their 

Quantum Computer and based upon concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan.  

 Charlie Ward was told by both the DOJ and DOD that there would be QFS silence for 

two weeks (or to mid-June).  

 Last week Ward said the GCR would be liquid sometime in the beginning of June and 

then he confirmed that German Bonds were liquidated on Thurs. 2 June, with people 

paid out. 

 The gold-backed Chinese Yuan has replaced the fiat US Dollar as the world’s reserve 

currency. On Thurs.  11 May the Global Currency Reset was activated according to Q 

and Trump. A few days later the King Pin of the GCR – the Iraqi Dinar – was removed 

from an International Sanction’s List and Iraq was told they could revalue their Dinar at 

any time. According to Ward, on Fri. 20 May the GCR Tokens were issued, with certain 

qualifying banks given liquidity in the new financial system. On Mon. 30 May the 

Sovereign Gold Bonds went live.  

 All currencies of the 209 nations participating in the gold/asset-backed Global Currency 

Reset have been determined to be ISO 200022 compliant and hooked up to the new 

financial system.  

B. Restored Republic: 

 June: Alliance Military Manifestation; July: Revelation; August: Vindication; 

September: Recovery and Restoration. 

 On Tues. 17 May, 2022 at 11:00 am EST a Constitutional Convention of 34 US States 

was held in Washington DC, where US Inc was declared officially dead and the US 

Republic was Restored to principles as outlined in the original Constitution. Ten 

Democrat governors decided not to have their state participate in the Restored Republic 

(that is, they remained true to the Deep State), while Hawaii would proudly revert to their 

original sovereign status as a Nation State: The Kingdom of Hawaii. Status of the 

remaining five states was unknown. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10889677/Huge-caravan-15-000-migrants-heads-Mexico-U-S-border.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10889677/Huge-caravan-15-000-migrants-heads-Mexico-U-S-border.html


C. Special Forces Intel: Game Over for the Cabal: The Takedown of the Cabal from A to 

Z: https://rumble.com/vcl7gj-game-over-for-the-cabal-the-takedown-of-the-cabal-from-a-to-

z.html 

 It should now be clear to everyone that Putin, Trump, Xi Jinping, Narendra Modi, 

Kim Jong Un, Bolsonaro and Bin Salman are single-handedly destroying the New 

World Order.  

 So much has happened in this area in the last few weeks, and it continues - the boom 

at Niagara Falls, military flights, military tribunals, earthquakes in certain places (tunnels 

exploding), fires, explosions, factories in Indianapolis, Illinois, water explosions in 

Chicago, smoke and explosions from underground in downtown New York and 

Washington DC, and many strange natural phenomena outside of normal weather in these 

places. 

 Bin Salman (Muhammad bin Salman al Saud), the 36-year-old Crown Prince of the 

Saudi Crown from the House of Saud: Attentive viewers will recall that I recently 

screened a documentary about President Trump's visit to Saudi Arabia in the summer of 

2017. It is a remarkable film that shows how everyone capitulated to President Trump, 

from the House of Saud to the Vatican to Brussels to Buckingham Palace. It showed how 

the King of Saudi Arabia was replaced the very next day after President Trump arrived. 

Bin Salman is also the world's youngest defense minister. 

 Salman was loyal to Donald Trump and the U.S. military's White Helmets who saved 

his life in Las Vegas. The 2017 Las Vegas shooting was orchestrated by Rockefeller, the 

FBI, the CIA, and Deep State. They wanted to kill Salman in a False Flag operation. His 

own family was involved in the coup attempts because they wanted power. 

 This was not reported in the MSM (system media) or fake market reports, but Salman 

and his affiliates and investors he controls in the World Bank linked banks own large 

parts of social media, Facebook, You Tube and Google. 

 A few weeks after over 45 military operations saved his life, Salman went to the White 

House, met personally with Trump and handed him all the classified information about 

his country, which was Deep State. 

 The information had to do with human trafficking, satanic rituals, drugs, weapons, 

and the coup d'état to assassinate him by his own family, who had been bribed by the 

Khazarian Rockefellers and Rothschilds. 

 Then he invited Trump to Saudi Arabia, swore allegiance to him for saving his life, 

and put the Holy Sword of Arabia in his hand. Only kings are allowed to touch the holy 

sword. No outsider has ever touched the sword that controls Saudi Arabia, the family 

dynasties and their governments. This gesture was a sign to the Middle East that Trump is 

related by blood to the Saudi royal family. Bin Salman made a blood oath to Trump. 

https://rumble.com/vcl7gj-game-over-for-the-cabal-the-takedown-of-the-cabal-from-a-to-z.html
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 If someone in the Saudi royal family saves your life, you owe them your life forever! 

Soon after, Bin Salman had his government and his own family, who were involved in 

the coup attempt against him, eliminated. 

 What Bin Salman will do now will shake the world economy, even though the system 

media will not report it. 

 Nor will they report on the trillions Salman controls or the power he has in the 

Middle East. Salman has the power to bring down Facebook, Google, You Tube, the 

world markets, the world banks, the news agencies, and unite most of the Middle East 

against the kabal system. 

D. Real News Headlines for Mon. 6 June 2022: 

 "The matrix is broken. They lost all their money machines. No country accepts old fiat 

currencies except in public areas. The BRICS countries have expanded significantly - all 

of them are now activating their currencies backed by gold and precious metals in the 

new QFS. Deep State has lost Ukraine. The only way they exist now is to steal and 

siphon money from the population - only if we allow them to. Fabricated inflation is one 

of the tools. Record fuel prices are part of it. The more we disconnect from the matrix, 

the faster it collapses, and the new system is ready for installation. Now the expectation 

falls solely on the general public." …Anon 

 Russia handed over to the Security Council evidence that confirmed Pentagon 

funding of biological weapons program in Ukraine; names of Americans and companies 

involved in the program; locations of the Ukraine laboratories; attempts made to conceal 

the evidence; locations of American laboratories producing and testing biological 

weapons in 36 countries; Diseases and epidemics and ways of their spread in the 

countries in which they are being tested with or without the knowledge of the 

governments of these countries; viruses responsible for current pandemics including the 

large number of bats used to transmit the viruses and evidence that the peoples of 

America, France and Britain were brainwashed into believing a fictional version of what 

was happening. 

 Fulford: High-level talks between the elders of Asia and the West to usher in a new 

golden age for humanity are progressing well. The main agreement provides for the 

complete cancellation of all public and private debts, a one-time redistribution of assets, 

and a massive campaign to eradicate poverty, stop environmental degradation and 

colonize the universe with earthly life. This plan is backed by the Western Committee of 

300, the Russian government, the Indian government, and Asian secret societies that 

control China, Asia, Korea and Japan, among others. 

 IIrina Yarovaya, co-chair of the parliamentary commission to investigate US 

biological laboratories in Ukraine, urges the world community to take a serious look at 

this secretive and dangerous military biological activity of the United States. 

https://tass.com/politics/1453907 

https://tass.com/politics/1453907


 The White Dragon Society sent the following message to the Government of Canada 

and its officials: “The Nuremberg Laws make it clear that performing medical procedures 

based on lies is a war crime punishable by death.” 

 We have asked the WHO, CDC, Health Canada and over 100 other relevant 

authorities around the world to prove the existence of Covid 19. They have been 

unable to do so. There is no sample of this so-called virus in any laboratory in the world. 

The PCR tests used are not scientific and cannot be considered evidence. This means that 

using this as an excuse to force vaccines containing DNA-altering substances that have 

not passed proper safety tests is a war crime. 

 We have already removed Justin Trudeau and Christia Freeland and will continue to 

remove any official who spreads false information about Covid and promotes 

vaccination. We will continue to track down and prosecute any Canadian government 

official, healthcare professional and pharmaceutical industry that continues to behave in 

this manner. 

 If the Government of Canada does not announce a complete end to the Covid 

charade and all related restrictions by June 1, 2022, we will deploy SWAT and other 

agents to enforce the Nuremberg Laws to the extent necessary. Our agents are already in 

place and waiting for our instructions. 

 These are Canadian traitors to be caught and brought in for questioning: 

https://is.gd/GoKv23 

 MI6 promises: "We have cleared Australia so we can do the same for Canada." 

According to MI6, the new Australian government led by Anthony Albanese will put an 

end to covid fascism there. 

 In any case, the HM, knowing that their pandemic plan is failing, is now pushing for 

mass starvation. “The economist, owned by the Rothschilds and Angellis, already 

knows what is coming. They are involved in making this happen,” says a Mossad source. 

Take a look at this recent cover story for The Coming Food Disaster. 

 "THE TRUTH ABOUT JANUARY 6th" Documentary Premieres Today on The 

Gateway Pundit! Narrated by Political Prisoner Jake Lang from Inside Solitary 

Confinement! MUST WATCH! https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/exclusive-

truth-january-6th-documentary-premieres-today-gateway-pundit-narrated-political-

prisoner-jake-lang-inside-solitary-confinement-must-watch/ 

 BRICS is now "BRICS Plus" which includes Turkey, Argentina, Egypt, Indonesia, 

Kazakhstan, Nigeria, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan, 

Tajikistan, Uzbekistan & Ukraine will be soon included. 

 In the Storm News: full show “Clones Show 43” many part series #12: 

https://rumble.com/v171snm-full-show.-in-the-storm-news-clones-show-43-many-part-

series-12.html 
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 New research links incurable brain disease to vaccination against Covid-19." 

https://m.theepochtimes.com/studies-link-incurable-prion-disease-with-covid-19-

vaccine_4511204.html 

 According to Ben Fulford China and Russia have issued an ultimatum to the US 

military: either destroy the Khazarian Mafia, or face an all-out Nuclear War. 

 As a result the US and Russia agreed to kill all known members of the Khazarian 

Mafia, which has begun and will accelerate this week. 

 The Hunter Biden Grand Jury Has Wrapped! http://thetruereporter.com/miranda-

devine-the-hunter-biden-grand-jury-has-wrapped/ 

 Russia has handed over to the Security Council evidence that confirmed: Pentagon 

funding of an biological weapons program in Ukraine; names of Americans and 

companies involved in the program; locations of the Ukraine laboratories; attempts made 

to conceal the evidence; locations of American laboratories producing and testing 

biological weapons in 36 countries; Diseases and epidemics and ways of their spread in 

the countries in which they are being tested with or without the knowledge of the 

governments of these countries; viruses responsible for current pandemics including the 

large number of bats used to transmit the viruses and evidence that the peoples of 

America, France and Britain were brainwashed into believing a fictional version of what 

was happening. 

 The World Health Organization has denied this information about biological 

experiments in Ukraine, despite evidence provided by Russia that its representatives 

regularly visited and corresponded with suspicious American laboratories around the 

world. 

 China was asking why the US and the UN were desperately refusing to conduct an 

investigation. 

 The Russians captured a large number of migratory birds that had been numbered 

and had microchip-controlled capsules containing various plagues attached to their 

bodies. When these birds fly to Africa, Asia, Latin America etc. the plague vials could be 

opened by satellite command where they would cause the most damage. 

 Russians also accused President Joe Biden, former President Barack Obama, 

former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and billionaire George Soros of 

involvement in the conspiracy. The Chinese and Russians insist that “whoever commits 

such immoral and inhuman acts must be punished.” 

 The Russians note that since the Americans broke a 1976 treaty not to use biological, 

weather manipulating, earthquake causing and other weapons of mass destruction, they 

are now entitled to use their own arsenal of such weapons. 

 The head of MI6, upon getting this evidence promised “We will sanction the United 

Nations on a shoot to kill.” In other words, the named officials, including those working 

at the WHO and UN, will be shot on sight. 

https://m.theepochtimes.com/studies-link-incurable-prion-disease-with-covid-19-vaccine_4511204.html
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 The US military responded by sending –in defiance of the Biden regime- a military 

plane with more than 100 generals representing all military units to avoid a 

comprehensive nuclear war the KM was trying to trigger. 

 Biden’s days were numbered, regimes will collapse and heads of those countries 

participating in this scheme will be overthrown,” the sources promise. 

 “The Covid-19 pandemic has shown us that a lot of countries in Europe and the 

world are run by sociopaths and psychopaths. Now the same people in Europe want to 

make our medical data available to the pharmaceutical industry and therefore our health, 

safety and freedom,” said MEP Mislav Colacuyo. (Ben Fulford) 

 Trump and Cruz Speak at NRA Convention: https://youtu.be/JhHv8p_Kr6k 

 Military Motivation: Face the Fire: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhBNKQm_p3M 

E. International Child Sex Trafficking: 

 The Truth about Jurist Witnessed Rape and Murder By Top Politicians! 

https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/19441 

 In the Storm News: Adrenochrome – the Real Truth (Warning: super graphic) 

https://rumble.com/v14tl1q-in-the-storm-news-adrenochrome-the-real-truth-super-uber-

graphic.html 

 Fired Disney Channel Actor Sentenced to Federal Prison for Trying to Meet a 13-

Year-Old for Sex: https://resistthemainstream.org/fired-disney-channel-actor-sentenced-

to-federal-prison-for-trying-to-meet-a-13-year-old-for-sex/?utm_source=telegram 

 Utah Sheriff investigating Ritual Abuse and Cannibalism: 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/utah-sheriff-investigating-ritual-abuse-and-cannibalism-

vaccine-high-viral-loads-causing-deaths_4512884.html 

F. Global Financial Crisis: 

 What does Evergrande default mean? Here’s what it COULD mean: Lots of 

Evergrande Bonds have been used for collateral by banks/hedge funds. Now that 

collateral is worthless, meaning they will need to come up with more collateral. Liquidity 

(available cash) will dry up meaning costs/fees to borrow money for hedge funds etc will 

increase more. All bad news for hedge funds. 

 US: Gasoline has almost reached the incredible $10 per gallon (3.785 liters) mark: 

https://nypost.com/2022/06/04/gas-nears-10-a-gallon-at-california-station-tops-5-in-nyc/ 

G. Underground War: 

 All Clone Labs with it’s DNA and brain storages/ data bases seized. If you have been 

and or you are still involved in pure evil high crimes your awareness gets deleted, your 

body executed. https://t.me/SpecialQForcesQmmunity/140230 
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H. Wars and Rumors of Wars: 

 Ukraine 6 May 2022: For all those who missed the pictures in the Deep State Fake News 

media: after years of Ukro terror tyranny, the city of Svetlodarsk celebrates its liberation! 

Eight years of terror is over! 

 Ukraine 20 April 2022: Thousands surrendered and the POWs were getting treated well. 

Special Forces continuing with the De-NaZification, which is the only way to bring peace 

and liberty back to beautiful Ukraine. 

 Ukraine 20 April 2022: Azovstal Tunnel system under the industrial area in Mariupol. A 

sophisticated network of tunnels is probably the reason for the slow progress in the area 

on the part of Russian troops as the Azov Nazis have also taken civilians as human 

shields – pure evil War Crimes. 

 According to the CIA The Deep State has lost the war in Ukraine to Russia. The total 

number of Ukrainian casualties, killed and wounded, is probably already 50,000. The 

weapons provided by the US and other countries are not enough to sustain the war. 

Ukraine has stocks of diesel and gasoline for only 3 days. Most of the Ukrainian forces 

are immobile and surrounded by Russian troops.  

 Ukraine is already being divided by Russia and Poland. Ukrainian President 

Volodymyr Zelensky said on Sunday during his Polish counterpart Andrzej Duda's visit 

to Kiev that Polish citizens in Ukraine will receive the same rights as Ukrainian refugees 

in Poland . Poland has granted the right to life, work and social benefits to more than 3 

million Ukrainian refugees fleeing the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

https://t.me/draftworld/43  https://is.gd/xs5HcK 

I. Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages, Transportation Grounded: 

 Thousands of Britons stuck at airports as easyJet cancels another 80 flights | Airline 

industry | The Guardian: 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/jun/05/thousands-of-britons-stuck-at-

airports-as-easyjet-cancels-another-80-flights 

 Netherlands: A huge column of "No farmers, no food" is moving through the 

Netherlands against the reckless government policy that is killing industry. 

J. 2020 Election Fraud: 

 Significant Voting Error Found on New Jersey Rolls: 

https://resistthemainstream.org/significant-voting-error-found-on-new-jersey-

rolls/?utm_source=telegram 

K. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax Hoax: 

https://t.me/draftworld/43
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 "The Pfizer document shows that 82-97% of pregnant women have lost their 

children. 45% of 270 pregnant mothers reported adverse clinical events, and more than 

60% of them were serious." 

 Steve Kirsch: "The reality is we're probably killing somewhere on the order of 300 or 

more kids for every kid that we might save, and I'm probably underestimating that. It's 

probably more like we kill 1000 [for every life we save] because we're not saving any 

kids with these vaccines. We're basically killing kids. It is horrible." 

 Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro said he would never be vaccinated against 

Covid-19, ridiculing the side effects for which pharmaceutical companies avoided 

responsibility. 

 The War Against Babies and Motherhood: Vaccinated Women and the Sudden Surge 

in Baby Deaths. Etana Hecht, an Israeli journalist, put together news stories from around 

the world and found strong evidence of a baby die-off in vaccinated countries and of 

vaccinated mothers. In Ontario, Canada, the baseline number of babies dying per quarter 

is around 5 or 6. Instead, 86 babies died. In Scotland, a highly-vaccinated country, twice 

the number of babies are dying. In Haifa, Israel, Rambam Hospital is showing a 34% 

increase in spontaneous abortions, miscarriages, and neonatal deaths in vaccinated 

mothers compared to unvaccinated moms. Dr. Naomi Wolf: "There's a war against babies 

and a war against the right of mothers to know what's going into their bodies. None of 

this was disclosed to them ..." 

 Since CV-19 vaccinations started there has been an unnatural increase in all causes of 

death, including cancers and blood clots. 

 A group of lawyers and top experts reveal evidence that the pandemic is an excuse to 

install a world dictatorship. https://stopworldcontrol.com/jury/ 

 Ireland: (The Irish Light newspaper exists in Ireland thanks to popular donations).  

"Heart diseases in children sharply worsened after vaccination. The number of 

sudden deaths of children is growing, and the media remain silent. The greatest crime 

ever committed by the Irish government will not be hidden from the Irish people." 

 New research links incurable brain disease to vaccination against Covid-19."A 

recent French preprint on Creutzfeld-Jakob disease and vaccination against Covid-19 

suggests that the vaccine may contribute to the emergence of a new type of sporadic 

Creutzfeld-Jakob disease, progressing much more aggressively and rapidly compared to 

the traditional version of the disease. Creutzfeld-Jakob disease is a rare degenerative 

disease caused by the abnormal presence of a protein in the brain called a prion. The 

disease is incurable, because after infection, the prion continues to spread to other prions, 

and no treatment can stop its progression." https://m.theepochtimes.com/studies-link-

incurable-prion-disease-with-covid-19-vaccine_4511204.html 

 Monkeypox, Hepatitis & Covid-19: Public Health has been Hijacked & the 

Mainstream Media are lying to you. "Would it surprise you to learn that there is a huge 

amount of evidence that the alleged circulating Monkey Pox is actually a cover for the 

https://stopworldcontrol.com/jury/
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damage done to the natural immune system by vaccination against Covid-19? The 

available data even suggest that the same damage may play a role in the suspected 

outbreak of hepatitis of unknown origin, which, as we are also informed, is currently 

taking place in many countries. What we believe is important to us personally, and those 

who believe in the theory of microbes will disagree with those who do not believe, and 

vice versa. What we believe is important to us individually, and those who believe in the 

theory of microbes will disagree with those who do not believe, and vice versa. It gets to 

the point that there are groupings among those who do not watch BBC News and do not 

accept what they are told as the Gospel. But these actions play into the hands of the 

authorities, who are currently striving for maximum power and control over ordinary 

hardworking people. Because while we are busy arguing among ourselves, we lose sight 

of the ultimate goal, and this is the dystopian fourth industrial revolution. The 

"revolution", which includes the introduction of social credit systems and digital 

identifiers. A "revolution" in which countries lose their sovereignty and endow the World 

Health Organization with unprecedented powers. A "revolution" during which you will 

not own anything and will supposedly be happy about it. So here we are going to provide 

evidence of what is really going on with this alleged outbreak of monkey pox, hoping for 

a healthy discussion and wanting you to understand that while the questions of "who", 

"what" and "why" are important, preventing a dystopian end game is what is most 

important here". https://expose-news.com/2022/06/05/monkeypox-hepatitis-covid-19-

public-health-has-been-hijacked/ 

L. The Fake News: 

 Germany: The horrors of television: A 50-page dossier compiled by scientists from 

different fields is shocking and not for the faint of heart. What they saw in several dozen 

programs on television in Germany (on all channels) was no longer journalism, but only 

staged journalism, the authors of the study said. Topics such as "What does it feel like to 

star in porn?," "Anal sex in a group of drug addicts," "What does it feel like to be 

raped?," or untrue materials with unsubstantiated figures from LGBTQ+ to cannibalism 

were raised in the youth programs of ERR (public broadcasting). In TV programs or on 

the Internet on various social media channels, children and teenagers can access these 

extremely disturbing images without restrictions and reflections. "The public should open 

their eyes," the researchers demand. "This is a complete ideological program orientation 

and disinformation." https://www.epochtimes.de/politik/deutschland/kinder-und-

jugendprogramm-im-oerr-drogen-sex-kannibalismus-und-trans-a3848549.html 

 WaPo Slaps Corrections to Taylor Lorenz's Article After Two Sources Accuse Her 

of False Reporting: https://resistthemainstream.org/wapo-slaps-corrections-to-taylor-

lorenzs-article-after-two-sources-accuse-her-of-false-reporting/?utm_source=telegram 

 MSMBC Morning Joe Host Mika Brzezinski, “Our Job Is to Control Exactly What 

People Think.” https://youtu.be/quU_Tbv96Wk 
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M. David Straight’s Out of Babylon Conference gives step by step instructions on becoming a 

State Nationalist and Intel on Military Tribunals, 17, John John, Trump, QFS, recent child 

trafficking issues, food, health & wellness. 

 Part 1 https://rumble.com/vy7ad9-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-1-.html 

 Part 2 https://rumble.com/vz4heb-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-2-of-

2.html 

 Part 3 https://rumble.com/vz50e1-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-3-of-

8.html 

 Part 4 https://rumble.com/vz4xb7-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-4-of-

8.html 

 Part 5 https://rumble.com/vz4z6p-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-5-of-

8.html 

 Part 6 https://rumble.com/vz4zr9-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-6-of-

8.html 

 Part 7 https://rumble.com/vz505f-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-7-of-

8.html 

 Part 8 https://rumble.com/vz4z9r-david-straight-out-of-babylon-conference-part-8-of-

8.html 

N. Benjamin Fulford Report: Destroy the Khazar Mafia, or Face a Nuclear War Russia 

and China Tell the Pentagon: https://t.me/draftworldawakening/35  

https://t.me/BenjaminFulfordJournalist 

 Last week, China and Russia issued an ultimatum to the US military: either destroy 

the Khazar Mafia, or face an all-out Nuclear/scalar War, several sources agree.  

 In response, the US sent a large delegation to Russia, and an agreement was reached to 

kill all known members of the KM on the spot, sources in the Pentagon and MI6 say. 

This has already started and will accelerate this week, sources say. 

 Here is a summary of what caused this, sent to us by a member of the Dragon family: 

 There was a noisy meeting in the Security Council at the request of Russia regarding 

the development of American biological weapons on its borders inside Ukraine: 

 1 - The Russian delegate handed over documents and evidence in the minutes of the 

meeting confirming the following: = Official Pentagon funding of an apparent 

biological weapons program in Ukraine. = Names of American people and companies 

specializing in evidence and documents involved in this program. = The location of the 

laboratories in Ukraine and the attempts made so far to conceal the evidence. 

 2 - The location of American laboratories producing and testing biological weapons 

in 36 countries of the world (12 countries more than at the previous session). 
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 3 - Diseases and epidemics, ways of their spread, the countries in which they are 

being tested, as well as when and where experiments were conducted with or without the 

knowledge of the governments of these countries. 

 4 - Among the experiments and relics is the virus responsible for the current 

pandemic, and a huge number of bats used to transmit this virus. 

 5. The peoples of America, France and Britain were brainwashed under 

psychological pressure, forced to believe in a fictional version of what was happening. 

 6 - The World Health Organization denies information about biological experiments 

in Ukraine, despite evidence provided by Russia that its representatives regularly visited 

and corresponded with suspicious American laboratories around the world. 

 7 - China asks why the US and the UN are desperately refusing to conduct an 

investigation by specialists to find out the truth, especially given the documents and 

irrefutable evidence? 

O. What’s Happening in China? Ben Fulford https://t.me/draftworld/37 

 The Khazarian Mafia’s attempt to impose totalitarian rule based on fake medical 

emergencies is doomed to failure because it does not have the military power to back it 

up. 

 “Even the fake dad has turned against NATO,” an Asian intelligence source says, 

promising, “you will see a lot of changes this week… the old New World Order is over.” 

 This source also confirmed what Chinese intelligence sources are telling us about 

what is really going on in Shanghai and other parts of China.“They only show part of the 

cleanup that is going on there. They are done with Hong Kong, are still working on 

Shanghai and are now on their way to Beijing,” the source said. A Chinese intelligence 

source who reports to President Xi Jinping's rival Jiang Zemin says the people killed 

were involved in a bioweapon attack on China. China is temporarily banning its citizens 

from leaving the country so that none of the perpetrators can escape, the source said. 

 The purge in the West also continues as more leaders “catch Covid-19 and self-

isolate,” meaning they are being arrested. For example, NATO Secretary General Jens 

Stoltenberg has been diagnosed with Covid-19… and will be working from home in the 

coming days. 

P. CERN: Home of the World Wide Web, Babylon Fall, Chapter 9: 

The World Wide Web began as a CERN project called ENQUIRE, reportedly initiated by Tim 

Berners-Lee in 1989 and Robert Cailliau in 1990. Since CERN¹ is the birthplace and home of the 

World Wide Web, it wields almost absolute power over the Earth. Most of it is now run by 

supercomputers. Since all banking, business, communications, drone warfare and travel are now 

controlled by computers, any agency that has power over CERN² essentially rules the world. 

CERN³'s main site in Meyrin has a "large computer facility with powerful data processing 

https://t.me/draftworld/37


facilities, mainly for experimental data analysis" and "has historically been a major wide area 

network hub." 

Q. Water From Air Machines: 

 Texas Man's Invention Creates Drinking Water fro … · R … (alive528.com) 

R. Must Watch Videos: 

 Juan O Savin: Q Plan, don’t worry: Juan O Savin - Don't Worry! ~ Q Plan! - Must 

Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 6 June Situation Update: Situation Update: Cabal Is Finished! NCSWIC! DOD & 

DOJ Radio Silent! Ops Happening? Two Week Silence! People Finally Waking Up! 

Possible Blue Beam, Fake Alien Invasion! - We The People News | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 5 June Situation Update: https://rumble.com/v17eyxl-situation-update-6522.html 

Situation Update: WHO Monkeypox Power Grab Agenda! Riots & Martial Law Coming! 

Child Rescue Underground! Adrenochrome For Sale At Davos! EQS In China! 

Blackouts! We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Out of Babylon Conference gives step by step instructions on becoming a State 

Nationalist and Intel on Military Tribunals, 17, John John, Trump, QFS, recent child 

trafficking issues: David Straight Seminar You Can't Afford To Miss!! (Videos) | 

Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 6 June X22 Report: X22Report: [D] Day! We Will Have Our Country Back! 

Deep State Admits Control Of The People Has Been Lost! - Must Video | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

S. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc’s CIA, 

Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult 

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by 

this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 
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process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

T. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

U. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within these 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 
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US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

V. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

W. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 
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I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of June 6, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of June 4, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of June 3, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of June 3, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of June 2, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of June 2, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of June 1, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of June 1, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 31, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 31, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 30, 2022 
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Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 30, 2022 
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